Housing Prices Increase by 6 Percent for ’05–’06

By Rosa Cao

MIT undergraduate and graduate students are paying about 6 percent more on average for on-campus housing this year than last. Increases for particular rooms and buildings vary significantly, from 3 percent for some rooms in Eastgate, a graduate dormitory for married students, to 12 percent in East Campus doubles, according to numbers provided by the Housing Office.

The two primary reasons for the increase are changes in MIT’s operating budget focused on making the housing system self-sufficient and recent rises in natural gas and energy prices, said Peter D. Cummings, assistant director for Business Services. By employing three years of higher than normal rent raises, the housing system gradually shifted to meet all costs of running and maintaining the system through rent income, Cummings said. He said utilities expenditures for this academic year will be about $8 million, up from $7 million last year.

Other costs include debt servicing for large expenditures, budgeted between $3 and $5 million per year such as the recent upgrade of the Eastgate heating system, security, facilities, custodial and administrative staffing, and lost income from unfilled vacancies.

Varied concern over rising costs
An undergraduate living in a double in Baker was charged $2280 per semester for the ’03–’04 academic year, said Peter D. Cummings, assistant director for Business Services.

For the current fiscal year, IST&T will charge MIT $220 per phone per month, of which Housing will pay $3 for dormitory phones. If the number of students who sign up for full phone service next year does not increase significantly, and other factors remain the same, next year’s price could be as high as $23, or $20 for students if Housing continues its present $3 contribution. The price of phone service is calculated by dividing the estimated cost of the entire service by the expected number of users.

Although full service does not bring the Institute fame and present growing safety concerns, leading to what Chancellor Philip L. Clay PhD ’75 calls “kind of a contradiction.”

The change is not intended to curtail the ingenuous hacks that make MIT famous, but rather to implement a “case-specific” policy that focuses on safety, said Robert M. Randolph, senior associate dean for students. “I think MIT has to be very clear about how we understand the value and dangers of hacks,” he said. “MIT is not out to destroy hacking.” Some students, however, said the higher fines would only increase the danger factor by encouraging them to run it discovered on a roof.

Under the new policy, Randolph said he believes the average fine will be between $100 and $200 dollars, but “we ought to have conversations about it.” The automatic $50 fine has been the policy throughout his 26 years at MIT. He said, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics inflation calculator based on the Consumer Price Index, what $50 was at that time would now cost around $135.

While Randolph and Clay have been through a small set discussing the policy for years, the announcement of the change came as a surprise to others, including the COD Chair Margery Resnick. “No one has informed me about anything,” she said. “Generally, the COD would know about that kind of change.”

The failure to notify Resnick was “an oversight,” Randolph said. “We weren’t trying to slip anything by.”

The new policy is not yet available in print or online; the MIT Police are working through the system to Big Brother.

Spurred by safety concerns, fines for students caught on MIT building rooftops will change beginning in Jan. 2006 from $50 to up to $500.

By Kelley Rivoire

Those in the hacking community may want to start lining their pockets. Right now, fines for being found on the rooftops of MIT buildings will increase from an automatic $50 to a maximum of $500, with a possibility of an appeal to the Committee on Discipline.

The new policy, decided upon in June, follows years of discussion by some members of the administration about how to treat hacks, which both
Afghanistan's Elections Complaints Commission on Monday dis-qualified 28 candidates for violations of the country's election law, 21 of them for retaining links with armed militias, six days before the country's parliamentary elections. The disqualified included a general and several former militia commanders from various provinces, but not some of the most powerful commanders, who remain in the race. The announcement came after numerous complaints that these com- manders and militia leaders were going to dominate Sunday's elections for the first time in years. Afghanistan's election law bars militia leaders from taking part in the election, and the government has tried to use the provision to press militia leaders to disarm and to try to keep them from joining Afghan and international disarmament commission drew up the list of candidates found to have links with armed groups.

Eleven commanders had been disqualified in July, but people moni-toring the election process said that action had been insufficient. Seven candidates were disqualified Monday for not resigning from their gov-ernment positions, among them several women.

Oracle Bids $5.85 Billion for Rival Siebel Systems

Oracle Corp., the giant database-software maker, announced Mon-day that it will pay $5.85 billion to acquire business software rival Siebel Systems, its largest competitor in the market for sales automation programs. The deal will bolster Oracle's effort to topple its German rival SAP AG as the world's No. 1 seller of business applications software for large corporations.

The acquisition comes less than a year after Oracle managed to achieve a hostile takeover of PeopleSoft Corp. for $10.3 billion over a contentious battle that had dragged on for nearly 18 months. Oracle said its acquisition of Siebel will make it the largest seller of sales automation software — a category also known as customer relationship management software. SAP remains a far bigger player in business applications business overall, but the Siebel acquisition, said Lawrence J. Ellison, Oracle's chief executive, "moves us closer to our goal of being No. 1 in applications globally."

Utility Workers Blamed for Brief L.A. Blackout

A large area of Los Angeles lost power on Monday after utility workers doing maintenance work accidentally cut a live line, officials said.

The blackout, which occurred just after 12:30 p.m. Pacific time and lasted less than an hour in most areas, came a day after Sept. 11 and amid reports of al-Qaida threats against the city, setting off jitters across the region.

Oracle, which is the world's largest seller of software automation technology, is part of a $5.85 billion deal. The company is facing off against its main rival, SAP, in the growing field of sales automation. The deal is expected to close by the end of the year.

Simmer Down

by Cegnon J. Chan

**South Korea**

South Korean classes are back in session and some leave around campus have even already started to change color, mother nature reminds us not to pack away those summer shorts just yet. (It is still technically summer.) The combination of yesterday's strong pressure system and the light rain that hit the area yesterday morning has created a high pressure in the mid-Atlantic states resulting in cool air advection into southern New England. The result — yesterday's high temperature of 91°F at Logan Airport was just two degrees shy of the record. With the lack of this forcing today, expect winds shifting to an onshore breeze causing temperatures to remain cooler than yesterday.

Less than a thousand miles south of Boston, Ophelia continues imitating a lost child. Just like many college students, Ophelia has not decided which path to follow — in fact, over the weekend, Ophelia did a "360" just off the coast of the Carolinas — and continues to have an identity crisis. (Yesterday it was downgraded from hurricane to a tropical storm, but has now regained enough strength to be categorized as a hurricane again today.) Although there is still high uncertainty in the storm track, Ophelia is expected to make landfall in North Carolina and then move northeastward, perhaps giving the Boston region some much-needed rain Thursday into Friday. In the meantime, observe the next two afternoons. Summer clothes will likely be needing your attention.

Extended Forecast

Today: Mostly sunny. Not as warm, but slightly more humid. Highs near 80°F (27°C).


This weekend: Partly cloudy. Warm again. Highs in the mid 80°F (30°C).
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Pakistan President Says N. Korea Has Equipment for Nuclear Fuel

By David E. Sanger

President Pervez Musharraf of Pakistan said Monday that he believes that A.Q. Khan, the Pakistani nuclear expert who ran the world’s largest plutonium ring, exported “probably a dozen” centrifuges to North Korea, because they tend to confirm the accusations U.S. intelligence officials made against North Korea in 2002.

At that time, North Korean officials appeared to confirm that they had secretly started a second nuclear program to build atomic weapons using uranium technology obtained from Khan’s network, as an alternative to a plutonium program that was frozen under a 1994 agreement and a broad program to give up its older plutonium complex located at Yongbyon, but North Korea has suggested it may be willing to reprocess — and agrees to a broad program negotiated with great fanfare, among them one providing mutual benefit from the return of lands that does not include the thrashing market in smuggled Chinese goods.

Two Charged in Philippines Spying Case

By Ronald Smothers

An FBI intelligence analyst and a former top Philippines law enforcement official were charged in federal court on Monday with espionage.

The FBI analyst, Leandro Aragoncillo, 46, of Woodbury, N.J., a naturalized U.S. citizen who was born in the Philippines, and Michael Ray Aquino, 39, of Queens, a former deputy director of the Philippines’ National Police under the regime of former President Joseph Estrada. The two are accused of passing classified information about government officials in Manila in a case that appeared related to the Philippines’ fractious internal politics.

According to affidavits by FBI agents, Aragoncillo passed copies of classified FBI documents about the Philippines to Aquino between February and August of this year, using cell phone text messages and e-mail messages.

Both men were ordered held without bail by U.S. Magistrate Judge Patty Shwartz. Aquino was in the United States on an expired six-month tourist visa that was issued in 2001.
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MIT International Science and Technology Initiatives

Since 1983, MIT has placed over 1,700 students as interns in labs and offices from Beijing to Berlin.

All expenses paid. Where do you want to go?

MIT Orientation Schedule – Fall 2005

**MIT-China Program**

E38 7th Floor Conference Room
Thursday 9/22, 5 to 7pm
seang@mit.edu

**MIT-Germany Program**

E38 7th Floor Conference Room
Tuesday 9/27, 5 to 7pm
sberka@mit.edu

**MIT-India Program**

E38 7th Floor Conference Room
Wednesday 9/28, 5:30 to 7pm
ssferza@mit.edu

**MIT-Italy Program**

E38 7th Floor Conference Room
Monday 9/26, 5 to 7pm
dreichert@mit.edu

**MIT-Japan Program**

Student Center, West Lounge
Thursday 9/15, 5:30 to 7pm
kirkcald@mit.edu

**MIT-Mexico Program**

Student Center, 20 Chimmneys
Thursday 9/22, 5 to 7pm
kirkcald@mit.edu

**MIT-France Program**

E38 7th Floor Conference Room
Thursday 9/29, 5:30 to 7pm
ajulich@mit.edu

**MIT-France Program**

E38 7th Floor Conference Room
Thursday 9/29, 5:30 to 7pm
ajulich@mit.edu
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Join the Hurricane Katrina Relief Initiative

The important point here is that if we believe ourselves capable of producing change then change is possible.

If we are to stop this from happening again, we are going to have to accept responsibility for our community. We cannot continue to be passengers on the bus of life.

Hector H. Hernandez

It has been two weeks since the terrible disaster in New Orleans happened because there was black on your eyes and it is always who you should not the most in our society. It is the poor who freeze when a group of men are not given the opportunity to be the most in our society. It is the poor who will be more of a disaster because they are the most in our society.
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Interested in networking?

Interested in being a part of MIT’s largest student-run organization?

Interested in making a difference?

Come to MIT $50K’s Organizer Kick-off Events!

Date: September 13\textsuperscript{th}
Time: 6:30 – 8PM
Place: E51-315
Date: September 15\textsuperscript{th}

Time: 6:30 – 8PM
Place: 6-120
Trio by Emezie Okorafor

On yeah, you were a member of my "MIT X-treme Martial Arts Club"!

Yup. Though, it's too bad the club only met once...

Yeah, everyone quit after the first meeting. Everyone except you...

Well, your training methods were too X-treme for them. Those wusses...

I guess my students didn't like the 10 mile spins with refrigerators on their backs... or the 500 sit-ups with me standing on their throats... or the full contact sparring matches to the death... It wasn't THAT bad... They were only MINI-refrigerators...

A female Rick. Simply amazing. Such testosterone levels would have shived up the average woman...

But, here's look real from here...

Filler Space by Jason Burns

Sink or Swim by W. Victoria Lee

Assimilation: 3-Step Program

Step 1: Redefine Morning

Breakfast 1
Lunch 2
Dinner 1

Step 2: Adopt Hobbits' Diet

Breakfast 2
Lunch 1
Dinner 2

Step 3: Be at One w/ TV

How to Talk About TF, IE, and 4D Space

Crossword Puzzle

Solutions, Page 11
Offer expires 9/18/05. Offer available to new residential customers located in Comcast serviceable areas who have not subscribed to the service selected within the past 120 days. Former accounts must be in good standing. Offers may not be combined with other offers or discounts and is limited to a single residence. After promotional offer period, published rate card for Comcast services applies. Subscription to Deluxe Cable required to receive HBO On Demand. HBO On Demand programs are limited. Comcast High-Speed Internet: Speed comparisons for downloads only for Comcast 6.0 compared to 56K dial-up 768k DSL. Comcast speeds range from 4.0 Mbps to 5.0 Mbps download speed (maximum upload speed from 56K to 384K available in selected areas.) Actual speeds may vary and are not guaranteed. Many factors affect download speed. All Services: Basic service subscription is required to receive other levels of service. Upon service termination, all Comcast provided equipment must be returned to Comcast in good condition. Additional fees may apply for equipment, installation, taxes, and franchise fees. Prices are subject to change. Services are subject to terms and conditions of Comcast's subscriber agreements and other applicable terms and conditions. Restrictions apply. © 2005 Comcast Cable Communications, L.L.C. All rights reserved. Comcast and the Comcast logo are registered trademarks of Comcast Corporation. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. RBR-081505/01 A8ME
Attention School of Engineering Sophomores:

So you’ve got the technical skills, but do you have all that it takes?

Allow us to introduce you to:

UPOP is a unique program open to all engineering sophomores that will allow you to develop your engineering and business skills while providing you a taste of real-life work experience. Your summer could be spent working at a National lab, a leading investment bank, a cutting-edge software development firm or many other fantastic companies.

Want to know more? Come to an info session (food will be served!):

Wednesday, September 14th at 5:00pm in 3-270
Thursday, September 15th at 7:30pm in 32-155
Wednesday, September 21st at 5:00pm in 3-270

Twelve years ago, in 1993, The Tech became the first newspaper on the Web.

It’s not 1993 anymore. We’re moving into the 21st century, and we’d like a talented Web developer to go with us. You’ll work with our technology and production departments to set a visual standard for a site that has gotten more than nine million hits this year.

This is a paid position for fall 2005. The ideal candidate should have prior Web site development experience and knowledge of any, or all, of the following: HTML, CSS, XML/XSL, PHP, Perl, MySQL.

Email web@the-tech.mit.edu or call the office at 617-253-1541 for more details.

150,000 people see this Web site each month.

Help us make it look good.
Students Attend Katrina Rally

Katrina, from Page 1

individually, and offered a campus tour, she said. “I am fortunate I am here,” said University of New Orleans student Altion A. Torregano ’07. “I think MIT handled the situation pretty well. The entire process was expedited.” Torre-
gano, who is living at the Tau Delta Chi fraternity, said he thinks he will attend MIT for the spring semes-
ter as well. MIT will provide up to two semesters for visiting students if their home schools are not open for the spring semester.

Tulane student Dorothy A. Her-
nandez ’07, who began classes Thursday, said that she chose to at-
tend a Boston area school because classes in her home state of Virginia began two weeks ago. Hernandez is living in Allston, about an hour’s commute from MIT, with three other Tulane students, who are attending Boston University. She said, “I came to the rally as a show of support for the people who have suffered so much,” said Nicholas A. Pearce ’07. “I think that it’s really important for everyone, especially students, to get involved in political actions;”

Gold said. “We have to think of ourselves as a community.”

“One came to the rally as a show of support for the people who have suffered so much,” said Nicholas A. Pearce ’07. “Donating money and clothing has its limits on the political side. Rallies and mass showings like this can do so much more.”

Rallies and mass showings like this can do so much more.”

Other events planned for Katrina relief include a fundraising dinner on Saturday at 6 p.m. in La Sala de Puerto Rico in the Student Cen-
ter, that will begin two weeks ago. Hernandez is living in Allston, about an hour’s commute from MIT, with three other Tulane students, who are attending Boston University. She said, “I came to the rally as a show of support for the people who have suffered so much,” said Nicholas A. Pearce ’07. “I think that it’s really important for everyone, especially students, to get involved in political actions;”

“One came to the rally as a show of support for the people who have suffered so much,” said Nicholas A. Pearce ’07. “Donating money and clothing has its limits on the political side. Rallies and mass showings like this can do so much more.”

Other events planned for Katrina relief include a fundraising dinner on Saturday at 6 p.m. in La Sala de Puerto Rico in the Student Cen-
ter, that will be oriented toward Katrina re-
sponse team, city council member Kenneth E. Reeves, who is running for re-election, and Claudia M. Gold ’07, an organizer whose family is from New Orleans. Two other scheduled speakers did not show up for the rally, Gold said.

Victoria Brady of the MGH pub-
lic affairs office spoke briefly about the dispatching of doctors to the area. Kristian Olson, an MGH doctor, en-
couraged the audience to help.

Reeves spoke about the preferen-
tial treatment of Katrina victims with higher socio-economic status. “We have seen in the most graphic dem-
onstration that America has not been able to find it in its heart to treat all its people equally,” he said in his speech.

“I think that it’s really important for everyone, especially students, to get involved in political actions,”

Gold said. “We have to think of ourselves as a community.”

“One came to the rally as a show of support for the people who have suffered so much,” said Nicholas A. Pearce ’07. “Donating money and clothing has its limits on the political side. Rallies and mass showings like this can do so much more.”

Solution to Crossword

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solution to Crossword</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FROM PAGE 7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABE</td>
<td>EBA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HACE</td>
<td>ACE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANE</td>
<td>NAE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAVE</td>
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</tr>
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<td>TAVE</td>
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</tr>
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Want to join a team of 100 bright and talented individuals?
Want to work in a collegial and collaborative work environment?
Want to be involved in researching new quantitative trading strategies?

Our Company
AQR (Applied Quantitative Research) Capital Management, LLC is a multi-strategy quantitative-oriented hedge fund. Based in Greenwich, CT (a quick commute from NYC), our firm manages in excess of $14 billion in assets through hedge funds, commingled investment vehicles and individual managed accounts. AQR’s diverse client base includes some of the most sophisticated institutional investors from around the world.

Our People
AQR currently employs approximately 100 professionals with diverse background and experiences. We look for exceptionally accomplished individuals who can pursue excellence in a collegial environment. We seek to minimize bureaucracy and hire individuals who can multi-task and are interested in receiving broad exposure to a variety of trading strategies.

Our Business Model
Our business model is unique in the hedge fund industry. We believe that our culture, compensation and overall team-oriented environment contribute to AQR having one of the lowest turnover rates in the industry.

Our Compensation
AQR strives to remunerate its employees at the highest compensation levels in the financial industry. Compensation at AQR is based 100% on merit, that being resourcefulness, work ethic, innovation, team work, and mentoring others.

Want to Work for a Hedge Fund?
AQR Capital Management is recruiting on campus for full-time Research & Trading Analysts. Graduating seniors with outstanding academic accomplishments who are majoring in computer science, mathematics, engineering, statistics, economics, finance, or any other quantitative major are encouraged to attend our presentation.

Information Session
September 20, 2005
5:30pm
Room 4-231

*Refreshments will be provided.

Resume Drop Deadline: September 27, 2005
Questions? Email: campusrecruiting@aqr.com
Visit our website today to learn more about AQR: www.aqr.com
Ask a MedLink

What will they tell my parents?

Dear MedLink: Before I access the services at MIT Medical, I want to know about my privacy rights. What medical information is and is not disclosed to my parents? —Confidentially Yours

Dear Con: That’s a great question! Many people wonder about the same thing and don’t know who to ask for an answer.

To get the facts, I spoke with psychiatrist Kristine Girard, associate chief of MIT Medical’s Mental Health Service. Dr. Girard answered your question quite simply: “MIT Medical holds medical information in the strictest confidence and does not release any records to parents or guardians without a student’s consent.” This is true even if you are under the age of 18, she explained, because college students are considered “emancipated minors,” which means they have the same privacy rights as legal-age adults. “If a student is assessed to be imminently in danger of harming himself or herself, is seriously injured, or is medically unable to consent to necessary medical care, parents may be contacted,” Dr. Girard added. “But MIT Medical does not disclose information about a student’s relationships, sexual activity, or substance use.”

You may also be wondering how your privacy is protected when you fill prescriptions at MIT Medical and charge them to your student account. Rest assured that pharmacy charges are not itemized on the account statements sent to your home; rather, those charges are just listed as “Pharmacy” on your bill.

Hope this helps! —Jennifer ’06

Submit questions by:

email: askamedlink@mit.edu
anonymous online form: http://web.mit.edu/medlinks/www
campus mail: Ask A MedLink, E23-493

We can’t respond individually, but we’ll answer as many questions as we can in this space. And you can always talk with a MedLink in person; see web.mit.edu/medlinks/www/ to find the MedLink(s) in your living group.

Become a MedLink!

MedLinks is a residentially based program made up of students who get training in CPR, First Aid, health issues/resources, and safe over-the-counter drug distribution. We are actively recruiting, especially from the FSILGs! If you or someone you know is interested in being a resource to your house and the community, apply NOW! This year’s training will begin on Friday, September 23.

To find out more about becoming a MedLink and to apply visit web.mit.edu/medlinks/www or contact Julie Banda at banj@med.mit.edu or 3-1318.

ENDING GLOBAL POVERTY

A presentation by

Dr. Muhammad Yunus
Founder and Managing Director, Grameen Bank
Founding Director, Grameen Foundation USA

Introduction by MIT President Susan Hockfield

Wednesday, September 14
4:30 – 5:30 pm
Kirsch Auditorium
The Stata Center at MIT
Building 32 -123, Vassar Street
Reception to follow

For further information please contact (617) 253-4075
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Housing Prices Vary Across Dormitories
Costs Dependent on Building, Amenities

Similarly, a graduate student living in a single in Ashdown House would have paid $532 a month (or about $2350 a semester) in 2003, an increase of 5 percent more, or $548 a month ($2646 per semester) in ‘04–’05, and an additional 8.5 percent to total $584 a month ($2916 per semester) this year, according to Housing Office numbers.

Cost appears to be a less immediate concern for undergraduates, some of whom may not pay their bills directly. Former MacGregor House resident Valerie J. Willard ‘07 said, “I guess it goes up a little bit every year, but I’m not sure.”

Eric M. Jonas G commented that, “while undergraduates spend a ton of their time caring about housing in the ‘where do I live’ sense, the economics of the situation don’t often come into play,” since most undergraduates don’t consider off-campus options other than fraternities, sororities, and independent living groups.

New dormitories such as Simmons Hall and Sidney-Pacific have significantly higher rents than other dormitories such as Dexter Hall or Ashdown. These rents reflect the types of rooms available, as well as the amenities provided in the building.

Rosal J. Bhatt G, a member of the Sidney-Pacific board of trustees said in an e-mail that he is concerned with the rapidity of price rises. “In Sidney-Pacific, for example, the amenities provided in the building... now I pay about $300 a month more, but the place is more than twice as nice.”

Rents differ based on costs, quality
Cummings said Housing’s operating budget is about $34 million this fiscal year. The distribution of rents across the 2942 undergraduate and 2221 graduate dorm beds is based on the perceived relative values of the different available rooms, depending on factors such as the type of room, the quality of the building, and proximity to campus.

For the graduate system, these values were assessed by a 2002 GSC study.

“...there are subtle differences between the way we set [graduate] and [undergraduate] rents,” Cummings said, “since graduate students are independent adults supporting themselves on stipends.”

Nilsson said that undergraduate rents are determined by a committee, involving the Budget Office, Financial Aid, and the deans. If the final prices approved by the committee are lower than those proposed by Housing as sufficient to meet costs for the year, non-crucial maintenance and renovations projects are delayed.

As a comparison, Harvard is changing its undergraduates a flat rate of $5148 this academic year (or about $570 per month) regardless of house assignment or room type. This represents an increase of 3.5 percent over the previous year’s rate of $4974, which was itself a 5.7 percent over the previous year’s rate of $4716, according to Harvard’s Web site.
Funds are available for your art project!

The Council for the Arts at MIT

Grants Program

next deadline:

**Friday, September 30, 2005**

*Projects must begin on or after Wednesday, November 9, 2005*

Please contact Susan Cohen, at cohen@media.mit.edu to make an appointment to discuss your project

Grants Guidelines are available online, at:

http://web.mit.edu/arts/do/funding/grantguide.html

Application form available online, at:

http://web.mit.edu/arts/do/funding/grantform.html
MARS & CO

"I work with a lot of smart people."

Mars & Co will be recruiting on campus
October 6, 2005
Please submit your résumé by September 22, 2005
www.monstertrak.com

Mars & Co is a strategy consulting firm serving top management of leading corporations. Since our inception in 1979, we have chosen to work for a limited number of leading international firms with whom we build long-term relationships.

- We apply fact-based, quantitative analysis to competitive problems and get involved in the implementation of our recommendations.
- We develop consultants with cross-industry and cross-functional experience.
- We promote from within.
- We are looking for well-balanced individuals with exceptional and demonstrable quantitative abilities, graduates of a BS, MS or PhD program in engineering, math, economics or the hard sciences.

“Mars Plaza”, 124 Mason Street,
Greenwich, Connecticut 06830
Tel: (203) 629-9292 Fax: (203) 629-9432
Email: recruiting@usg.marsandco.com.

www.marsandco.com
Empty Room? Get Art.

**ATTENTION** all MIT undergraduate and graduate students! Borrow a real work of art and live with it for the year! Come to the gallery to check it out!

STUDENT LOAN ART PROGRAM

**Exhibition:** September 6–18
**Hours:** 12–6PM Daily
**Building:** E15
**Information:** (617) 253-4680 or http://web.mit.edu/lvac

Major support for this program is provided by MIT’s Campus Activities Committee and endowed generously by John Taylor and Alan May.
Housing’s Expenses Led to Phone Cost Increase

Phones, from Page 1

cost IS&T significantly more than basic service, the decision to charge students directly arose out of a combination of factors.

* Housing, faced with budget shortfalls from rising energy costs, could no longer afford to pay the existing rate, $5 less than the new rate. Housing now pays $3 for basic service, or $5 towards the $20 cost of full service.
* This fiscal year, IS&T raised the Institute-wide monthly analog phone rate by $3.50.
* Federal auditors noticed that IS&T charged Housing a cheaper rate ($1.50 less) than the rest of the Institute, in violation of federal accounting rules.
* Federal auditors required IS&T to begin charging Housing for dormitory networking, at a cost of about $1.1 million per year.

With energy costs expected to rise rapidly again this year, Housing will have even less capital available for unanticipated expenditures.

About half of the 185 undergraduate students who signed up did so in the past week. Most of the graduate students signed up close to, or after, the Aug. 22 switch-over. Students interested in the full service plan may still sign up, but will have to pay a $25 activation fee.

In addition to basic phones not being able to directly receive incoming calls, it is not possible to transfer outside calls to a basic telephone. Basic service phones also cannot use the “tie lines” that directly connect MIT’s telephone system with other institutions, such as Harvard, Lincoln Laboratory, and Massachusetts General Hospital.

Come for the Coffee, Stay for the Sermon.
You’ve got big hopes for college – relationships, friends, and finding a life you love. Hundreds of people are finding these things each week at the Cambridge Vineyard – along with a sermon that leaves them laughing, dynamic music, and all the locally-roasted Free Exchange coffee they can drink.

Every Sunday 9:30 & 11:30 A.M.
170 Flanders Ave, in North Cambridge, near Porter, Davis & Alewife Red Line T Stations.

www.cambridgevineyard.org

NEED A RIDE?
Free shuttle from Massachusetts Institute of Technology MIT—77 Massachusetts Avenue 8:45 & 10:45 A.M.
For more shuttle locations visit www.cambridgevineyard.org/shuttle

T-SHIRTS
...a necessary fact of college life

• Deal direct...no middlemen
• Fast turnaround
• Award-winning & computer literate art department
• True delivery & reasonable prices
• Most major organization logos on file for easy art work at no charge
• Full color heat transfers – no minimum
• Web, print & graphic design

...and best of all - no boring lectures

Get everything for your dorm room at Walmart.com and still afford tuition.
By achieving your goals, you further ours. It starts with you.

UBS is a global financial powerhouse because of the ideas, skills, and commitment to excellence of our employees. We offer talented individuals a world of opportunities. A diverse culture of mutual respect and support gives all our employees the opportunity to excel. Our world-class training prepares you to be successful. Your skills and ambition are recognized from day one.

RESUME DROP REMINDER

Resume Drop:
Investment Banking: September 13, 2005
Equities Sales and Trading: September 14, 2005
Fixed Income Foreign Exchange: September 14, 2005
Information Technology: October 3, 2005

Please apply online through your career services website.

UBS is an equal opportunity employer committed to diversity in its workplace (M/F/D/V).
Opinions Among Students, Administrators Differ As to Whether Fines Serve As Deterrent or Increase Dangers

The new policy was driven by a nationwide concern about stronger campus security in the post-Sep-
tember 11 world, as well as concerns about liability. Randolph said. "What became fairly clear was that students felt that fines were fairly low," he said. "There was a need for changes."

Randolph also said that accidents, such as that of a then-freshman student who fell through a roof in 1999, led MIT's legal counsel to worry about a perception that MIT was not serious about its policies. "Safety is our fundamental concern," he said.

Over the last three years, there has been a "great deal more empha-
sis on campus security," Clay said. If cer-
tain areas of campus were found to have been improperly accessed, "we'll all be in big trouble," and the federal government might step in, he said. "The last thing we want is to have to report someone."

There's a "set of deterrents we could put into place in rising levels of seriousness," Randolph said. "You start with the least onerous."

"It's an assumption that you'd think twice if it's going to cost you money," he said.

Some students, however, dis-
agreed that the fine increase would minimize rooftop violations, sug-
gesting instead that the new policy might create additional safety con-
cers.

"I'm going to be more inclined to run away because $500 is not some-
thing I can afford," said one student who leads rooftop tours for new students and spoke on condition of anonymity. "Tours are still going to happen. It's just going to cause the people who are giving them to be more likely to run away if caught," she said. "$500 is not safe to run on the roof. Having a $500 fine is more a problem with safety than creating a deterrent for hackers."

"If the fine is at a reasonable amount ... it's not so crushing," said Undergraduate Administration Vice President Jessica L. Howell, who has also served as a UA senator for East Campus. "If it could be so high that they're really afraid, ... then they're going to run," Lowell said. Clay said that a fine of $100 might be a reasonable bal-
ance between the need for security and the preservation of hacking cul-
ture.

Clay has talked to students and alumni about the new policy and will con-
tinue to work on the issue, she said. Clay is incoming from the police would be contrary to the hackers' implicit code of conduct, Randolph said. "The hacker code has been that if you get caught, you get caught, and you don't do anything foolish."

New policy allows more flexibility

Under the new policy, some dis-
cussions would pass to the MIT Police and the Committee on Discipline. "I've been assured that the Campus Police know the difference be-
tween hacking and not," Clay said. "I trust that the Campus Police will act responsibly."

The MIT Police were involved throughout discussions about the change in policy. Clay said MIT Chief of Police John DeFronzo was not available for comment.

Between now and January, any-
one caught on a rooftop by the MIT Police will be warned about the pending fine increase, Randolph said. "I do think that students shouldn't be punished for hacks that enhance the community, as long as they're not endangering themselves or others," said Resnick, who chairs the COD and would be needed and consulted about all viola-
tions as part of the new policy. "The only question is if there are risks," she said. "Should the COD be involved in a disciplinary hearing regarding a rooftop viola-
tion, safety would be a primary con-
cern in the discussions," said David A. Needle '97, one of five students serv-
ing on the COD. He said that if the policy requests a fine, then a fine must be levied, but "there's certainly a lot of room for leniency, especially in the case of new students getting oriented to MIT who may not neces-
sarily be familiar with the rules."

However, he said, if COD be-
comes involved in changing the policy, he would strongly oppose the fines. "I don't believe that a punitive fine is appropriate for a rooftop vio-
lation," Needle said. "I don't believe they do much to affect behavior."

Stephen M. Hou, a graduate stu-
dent serving on the COD who at-
tended MIT as an undergraduate, said he believes that rules should be fol-
lowed to the letter. "If a student knows that the line is so high and goes on the roof anyway, then they deserve to be slapped with that fine," he said. "If someone was coerced into going on the roof, that might be a case" where the fine should be re-
duced, however.

He said that from a perspective of safety, "if someone did do a hack that endangered students, which is not part of the hacking policy, then I think they shouldn't be punished not only be a fine, but further disciplinary action."

Policy was long-discussed

Changes to the fine policy were suggested as many as 10 years ago, Randolph said. "There was a meeting between members of the hacking community and then-Presi-
dent Vest about 10 years ago, so the 'fines' took place early on in student understanding of the need for tight-
ening up their controls," he said.

The UA president at the time, So-
siah D. Seele '06, was the last student to be involved in discussions about the policy change, Randolph said.

Seale said that he met with Ran-
dolph once or twice, and at that time publicized the possible future chang-
es to the hacking community, but this seemed to "vanish from a lot of people's memory," in the years since.

The new policy allows MIT to set a uniform fine policy, said; under the old policy, fines were higher for violations on the Green Building, which "looks like they're encourag-
ing hacking," he said.

Seale said now, as then, he sup-
ports for alternative policies. "Make it so you have to work, and you have to care about getting up there."

MIT needs to "try to find a way to walk the middle ground to allow the culture of hacking to continue and at the same time have maximum safety," Randolph said. "On the one hand, we're not a police state. On the other, we can't have an entirely lais-
sez-faire system."

The SigEp fraternity offers continuous personal and professional development for every member. SigEp's National Academic Program and Leadership Development Program is one of the most comprehensive development programs offered by any national fraternity. SigEp has enjoyed partnerships with Friday Video, Men's Health Magazine, the U.S. Department of Education, and even The White House to help promote the Balanced Man Ideal. Scholarship applications are quick and easy, and it could earn you thousands! APPLY ONLINE TODAY at SigEp.mit.edu! Ethan Cheshire (at) 301-567-1234 or by email at: cheshire@SigEp.org. Check SigEp out on the web at: www.sigep.org
STANLEY HU—THE TECH

Midfielder Andrew M. Bishara ’09 heads the ball dead-on during the men’s soccer 3–1 loss to Rhode Island College on Saturday, Sept. 10, at Steinbrenner Stadium. The loss brought the team’s record to 0–2 for the season.

Tuesday, Sept. 13
Field Hockey vs. Lasell
Jack Barry Field, 6 p.m.

Women’s Volleyball vs. Wellesley
Rockwell Cage, 7 p.m.

Thursday, Sept. 15
Women’s Volleyball vs. Lesley
Rockwell Cage, 5 p.m.

Field Hockey vs. Simmons
Jack Barry Field, 6 p.m.

Women’s Volleyball vs. Emerson
Rockwell Cage, 7 p.m.

The water polo team competed in the 2005 MIT Water Polo Tournament last weekend in the Zesiger Center. MIT defeated FIU (10–7), Harvard (6–5), Yale (17–5), University of Toronto (11–2), and Connecticut College (11–3), losing only to the New York Athletic Club (13–4).

(above) Kevin C. Amendt ’07 tosses the ball to a teammate while John Voith of Harvard attempts to block.

(right) Philip E. Cassel ’07 prepares to fire a shot against Florida International University.

The water polo team competed in the 2005 MIT Water Polo Tournament last weekend in the Zesiger Center. MIT defeated FIU (10–7), Harvard (6–5), Yale (17–5), University of Toronto (11–2), and Connecticut College (11–3), losing only to the New York Athletic Club (13–4).
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The water polo team competed in the 2005 MIT Water Polo Tournament last weekend in the Zesiger Center. MIT defeated FIU (10–7), Harvard (6–5), Yale (17–5), University of Toronto (11–2), and Connecticut College (11–3), losing only to the New York Athletic Club (13–4).

The water polo team competed in the 2005 MIT Water Polo Tournament last weekend in the Zesiger Center. MIT defeated FIU (10–7), Harvard (6–5), Yale (17–5), University of Toronto (11–2), and Connecticut College (11–3), losing only to the New York Athletic Club (13–4).

UPCOMING HOME EVENTS

Tuesday, Sept. 13
Field Hockey vs. Lasell
Jack Barry Field, 6 p.m.
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Rockwell Cage, 7 p.m.

Thursday, Sept. 15
Women’s Volleyball vs. Lesley
Rockwell Cage, 5 p.m.

Field Hockey vs. Simmons
Jack Barry Field, 6 p.m.

Women’s Volleyball vs. Emerson
Rockwell Cage, 7 p.m.

Water Polo Team Bests Harvard, Yale
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